UniSpace Dashboard 2.1

Unispace - Smarter Space Decisions

Bringing together into a single place all data relating to space management and space performance at the University of Adelaide.

Interactive floor plans and room based asset data.
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The UniSpace Dashboard is intended to be the face of robust systems, real data integrity and rigorous analysis. It provides a single port of call for all space related needs. Accessible on the web, it is user-friendly and intuitive with attractive application icons dominating the landing page. The Dashboard brings together a number of different software applications, such as DataView (records and archives), RUIS (room utilisation statistics) a suite of SISfm modules (floor plans, asset tables, staff hoteling, and more). The new Maintenance Requests icon will allow users to log maintenance requests for their space, replacing the former Maniapac system.

It is also designed with data integrity and accuracy at its heart: the Dashboard is the University’s single source for current floor plans, access to reports on current space allocation, as well as the primary source for the latest space related reference material such as the space charging organisational structure and information manual.

Space analysis is possible through the advanced reporting icon, the interactive drill down icons, as well as the room utilisation icon. From all of these icons, exporting to pdf or into Excel for further data manipulation is possible. To a restricted audience, the KPI tracking icon provides the most up to date view of performance.

The Space Charging application allows School and Branch representatives to sign off their monthly space changes, ensuring ongoing accuracy of space records, as well as ensuring the right changes are being processed. The Space Charging application allows School and Branch representatives to sign off their monthly space changes, ensuring the ongoing accuracy of space records, as well as ensuring the right changes are being processed. The Space for Sale icon will allow School and Branch representatives to nominate rooms they wish to ‘put up for sale’ and also to view a full schedule of spaces already listed for sale on the three primary campuses.

The Dashboard is also home to the UniSpace blog which publishes key dates along with information and stories from the world of space data systems and analytics.